A Positive Cure for Consumption.
A Large Trial Package Sent Free—All Charges Prepaid.

Those Who Use It Continue Along the Course of Life, They Who Neglect or Refuse It Drop by the Wayside—Take Tuberculosis and Live.

"TUBERCULOZYNE"

Kills the Tuberculosis Bacilli, the Germ that Causes Consumption and Restores the Stliness of Health.

Tuberculosis is a Thie of the Present and the Future. It strikes all classes. It is the great killer of the young and the old. It is a State in which the consumption germ has set up shop and is doing a thriving business. It is the consumption germ that is doing the killing.

The consumption germ is a very tenacious one. It is not easily driven out of a body. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease.

"TUBERCULOZYNE"

THE CURSE.

Tuberculosis is a curse to the human race. It is the curse of mankind. It is the curse of the present and the future. It is the curse of the present and the future. It is the curse of the present and the future.

The consumption germ is a very tenacious one. It is not easily driven out of a body. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease.

"TUBERCULOZYNE"

THE EVIDENCE.

There is no doubt that the consumption germ is a very tenacious one. It is not easily driven out of a body. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease.
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"TUBERCULOZYNE"

THE QUICK CURES.

There is no doubt that the consumption germ is a very tenacious one. It is not easily driven out of a body. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease. It is a very active germ and travels about with ease.
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